**PHILADELPHIA ZOO**

By connecting people with animals, PHILADELPHIA ZOO creates joyful discovery and inspires action for wildlife and habitats.

Discover animals like monkeys, lemurs and big cats exploring the first-of-its-kind Zoo360® animal trail system.

- **Big Cat Crossing**
- **Treetop Trail**
- **Moose Maze**
- **Great Ape Trail**
- **Gorilla Treeway**
- **Red Panda Pass, Otter Falls**

Learn about amazing animals from our zoo experts! Scan this QR code for information about today's talks.

**ZOO KEYS**

Remember to bring your Zoo Key or purchase Zoo Keys in the Zoo Shop! Hear the Trolls and learn about more than 20 animal-specific stories around the Zoo.

**INDOOR AREAS**

Come inside to warm up!

**ROCKS & RIVERS**

- Red Panda Pass, Otter Falls

**ADDITIONAL VENUES**

The Solitude, historic home of John Penn, c. 1784

**PEACOCK PAVILLION**

- 200-seat private event space

**THE SOLITUDE, HISTORIC HOME OF JOHN PENN, C. 1784**

**ADDITIONAL VENUES**

- Peacock Pavilion, 200-seat private event space
- The Solitude, historic home of John Penn, c. 1784

**GUEST SERVICES**

- Restrooms
- Nursing Mothers Suite
- Water Fountain, Water Bottle Filling
- Emergency Phone/First Aid
- Turnstile, Exit Only

**INDOOR AREAS**

Come inside to warm up!

**THOMAS DANO + TROLLS**

Join the fun!

1. Ronja Redeye
   - Ronja Redeye, considered the best communicator among the traveling Troll tribe, speaks to humans because she wants them to rethink their relationship with wildlife and our planet.

2. Rosa Sunfinger
   - Rosa Sunfinger, an introverted Troll, expresses herself through her care for plants using her life-giving fingers. She knows how important healthy habitats are, and she wants humans to renew the habitats around us with native plants for pollinators.

3. Basse Buller
   - Basse Buller is a wild child who spreads his message in mud paint and expresses himself through nature. He refuses to follow the rules, and he refuses to believe that we can’t collaborate to make the world a better place for smaller creatures, like amphibians.

4. Kamma Can
   - Kamma Can is a creator. Where humans see trash, she sees potential. She wants humans to remember that all trash has to go somewhere, and a lot of it ends up in ocean habitats. She wants humans to remember that all trash has to go somewhere, and a lot of it ends up in ocean habitats. She wants humans to reuse old things to make more homes for wildlife.

5. Sehus Lotus
   - Sehus Lotus is a listener who pays great attention to the little things. He was the first to notice something was wrong with the world—that nature was changing. He wants humans to reconnect with wildlife, like snakes, so that we can reduce our harmful impacts on the planet.

6. Ibbi Pip
   - Ibbi Pip tries to communicate with humans through colorful birdhouses. She’s observed how humans use them to bring wildlife closer, and she wants humans to reuse old things to make more homes for wildlife.

**FOOD LOCATIONS**

- Amazon Rainforest Carousel
- KidZooU Playground
- McNeill Rainforest Walkthrough, Migration Theatre
- Nature Blazer Scavenger Hunt
- SEPTA PZ Express Kiddie Train
- Spiders Alive!

**ADDITIONAL VENUES**

- The Treehouse (Members Only, March–October)

**GUEST SERVICES**

- Restrooms
- Nursing Mothers Suite
- Water Fountain, Water Bottle Filling
- Emergency Phone/First Aid
- Turnstile, Exit Only

**INDOOR AREAS**

Come inside to warm up!

**THOMAS DANO + TROLLS**

Join the fun!

1. Ronja Redeye
   - Ronja Redeye, considered the best communicator among the traveling Troll tribe, speaks to humans because she wants them to rethink their relationship with wildlife and our planet.

2. Rosa Sunfinger
   - Rosa Sunfinger, an introverted Troll, expresses herself through her care for plants using her life-giving fingers. She knows how important healthy habitats are, and she wants humans to renew the habitats around us with native plants for pollinators.

3. Basse Buller
   - Basse Buller is a wild child who spreads his message in mud paint and expresses himself through nature. He refuses to follow the rules, and he refuses to believe that we can’t collaborate to make the world a better place for smaller creatures, like amphibians.

4. Kamma Can
   - Kamma Can is a creator. Where humans see trash, she sees potential. She wants humans to remember that all trash has to go somewhere, and a lot of it ends up in ocean habitats. She wants humans to reuse old things to make more homes for wildlife.

5. Sehus Lotus
   - Sehus Lotus is a listener who pays great attention to the little things. He was the first to notice something was wrong with the world—that nature was changing. He wants humans to reconnect with wildlife, like snakes, so that we can reduce our harmful impacts on the planet.

6. Ibbi Pip
   - Ibbi Pip tries to communicate with humans through colorful birdhouses. She’s observed how humans use them to bring wildlife closer, and she wants humans to reuse old things to make more homes for wildlife.